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y now everyone has surely seen the
video on the web of a cell phone
turning a gas oven on at full power
[1]. This is a perfect illustration of how electromagnetic interference (EMI) can make
products unsafe.
Functional safety has always been a
concern of appliance manufacturers, and
the standard IEC/UL 60335-1 has always
addressed this. But until recently the standard had no tests for immunity to EMI.
EMI test standards have been a necessity
for many years because many power-controlling appliances used electromechanical
controls that were prone to causing radio
noise emissions. But now everyone wants to
use microprocessors (microcontrollers) running software (firmware) instead. This digital
electronic technology is susceptible to many
of the types of EMI threats that occur in an
appliance’s operating environment.
When a microcontroller suffers interference, the firmware it is running can behave
in very unpredictable ways. In the example
above, the transmissions from a cell phone

when it received a call made the microcontroller think it had received a valid command
to turn on its oven at full power. Since the
EMI was making the firmware operate in
ways its designer had never imagined, it
might have done anything, or several things,
individually, or all at once.
For many years I have tested many products that used microprocessor control for
immunity to EMI, and cherish my memories
of the expressions on designers’ faces when
their product started behaving weirdly.
Clearly, designers need to ensure that
microprocessor control is not going to land
their companies in court defending a product liability lawsuit resulting from safety
incidents caused by EMI.
Luckily, many people (including myself)
have been working on this issue for more
than 10 years, and there is now available a
very practical and detailed new guide [2] that
shows appliance designers how to address
the matter.
Functional safety risks are caused by
errors or malfunctions in the way a product’s
For more information on suppliers in this issue, take the
at www.appliancedesign.com/taxi
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In industrial processes, the
functions are controlled. The
Design
Step 0 Overall EM safety planning
electronic
control is assumed to
IEC published its “basic stanphase
be unreliable, dangerous, and too
dard” on Functional Safety, IEC
St 1 Determine
Step
D t
i iintersystem
t
t
complex to design for functional
61508, in 2000. But, with hunEM and physical phenomena
safety, so instead, they add simple
dreds of pages and a focus on
Step 2 Determine intrasystem
“safety-related systems.” This may
industrial and process control
EM and physical phenomena
be a viable approach for some
industries, it can be hard for an
Step 3 Specify EM/physical phenomena
appliances. An example might be
appliance designer to undervs functional performance
adding a circuit that senses when
stand (though a UL resource
Step
5
someone is trying to stick their finmight help [3]). The 61508
Step 4
Create EM and
gers in rotating parts and switches
standard and microprocessor
Study and design
physical verification
the EFS
off the motor. But because the
control are both relatively new,
& validation plans
electronic controls of many appliso there are few competent
ances are quite simple, cost may be
functional safety experts with
Volume-manufactured standard products’
saved by designing them for funcmuch EMI experience.
EM and physical specifications
tional safety, making them safetyIEC 60335-1 does not yet
Realisation
related systems as well as function
incorporate the requirements
Step 6 Select any volume-manufactured
phase
controllers.
of IEC 61508. Until it does,
standard products
Because of the huge variety of
appliance designers will need to
products,
systems, and installabecome familiar with IEC 61508
Step 7 Construct, assemble, integrate, install,
commission, and verify whilst doing it
tions, the IET’s Guide refers to
and apply it to their projects.
systems that address functional
Although IEC 61508 requires
Step 8 Overall validation
safety as “Electrotechnology for
EMI to be taken into account, it
Functional Safety” (EFS). Fig.
does not say how. The second
1 shows the basic project stages
edition of IEC TS 61000-1-2
Operation,
p
,
Step 9 Maintain EM & physical
repair,
etc.
recommended by the IET’s 2008
[4] was written so that it can be
characteristics over the lifecycle
phase
Guide, for a “Simple EFS” such as
used as 61508’s “missing EMI
a household appliance.
annex,” but because it was writFig. 1. The IET’s 9-Step process.
The Guide provides helpful
ten in “61508-speak” it can also
annexes and a comprehensive set
be hard to understand at first.
of checklists, useful aids for project manageAnd, although it says what should be done 4Uses test chambers and test fixtures that
ment, design, and compliance assessment.
for EMI, it doesn’t say much about how to
are unlike the EM environments experiManufacturers who follow the IET’s Guide
do it.
enced by appliances.
Happily, the UK’s Institution of 4Uses simple test methods that only cover a should benefit from reduced financial risks,
because improved immunity to EMI will
Engineering and Technology (the IET,
fraction of the possible EMI threats.
help reduce the number of warranty returns
which used to be the Institution of Electrical 4Ignores the tolerances, variability, and
and product liability lawsuits. And because
Engineers, IEE) has written a practical guide
errors that occur in serial manufacture.
the Guide requires the use of EMC expertise
on how to engineer electromagnetic compat- 4Generally assumes that the maximum test
from the start of a project, it will also help
ibility (EMC) to help keep functional safety
level is always the worst-case.
manufacturers get their new products to
risks to tolerable levels. (EMC is the disci- 4Achieves a confidence of 50 percent to 70
market more quickly, with lower overall unitpline of ensuring that products don’t cause
percent that the product would not be
cost-of-manufacture [6].
EMI problems and don’t suffer unduly from
unduly affected by the tested EMI threat,
Here is a brief overview of the steps shown
EMI threats.)
whereas Functional Safety needs confiin Fig. 1:
For functional safety, relying solely on
dence of 99.9 percent to 99.9999 percent.
Step 0: Overall EM safety planning
EMC immunity testing is inadequate, no
Some industries (e.g. avionics, automotive,
Identify the person(s) with overall project
matter how high the immunity test levels are military) use EMI tests that address some of
cranked up [5]. This is because such reliance: the above issues. But a comprehensive test responsibility; the project’s aims; the physical
4Ignores foreseeable faults, misoperation
program that covers all the above and pro- boundaries of the EFS; budgets; timescales,
and misuse, which must all be taken into
vides confidence that EMI would not cause and the personnel, with their responsibilities
account for functional safety.
intolerable functional safety risks would take and authorities. With this in place, the designated parties then manage the following
4Ignores simultaneous EMI that can occur
decades, and be impossibly expensive.
in real life (e.g. an RF field plus mains
IEC/UL 60225-1 was modified in 2004 to steps.
Step 1: Determine the intersystem EM
transients, static discharges, etc.).
include some EMC immunity tests. Although
4Ignores the effects of the physical and
these are good tests, on their own they cannot and physical phenomena
Before the EFS can be designed, it is necclimatic environments, wear, and aging on provide sufficient confidence that EMI will
essary to determine the worst-case external
the EM characteristics of the product.
not cause intolerable functional safety risks.
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(i.e. intersystem) electromagnetic (EM) disturbances to which it could be foreseeably
exposed over its anticipated lifecycle.
The lifecycle exposure to physical, climatic, and user environments must also be determined, because they can severely degrade EM
characteristics. For example, exposure to
liquids can corrode EMC gaskets and ground
bonds, and users might leave shielding doors
open or remove shielding panels.
Step 2: Determine intrasystem EM and
physical phenomena
The same as Step 1, except that it deals
with the effects on the EM, physical, climatic,
and user environments of the EFS itself. For
example, a motor might cause problems due
to vibration, magnetic fields and/or heating.
Because Step 2 depends on the design of
the EFS (see Step 4), we must start with a
rough idea for the initial design, and refine
our analysis as the design proceeds.
Step 3: Specify EM/physical phenomena
versus functional performance
Applies hazard identification and risk
assessment techniques to the data from
Steps 1 and 2, taking EMI possibilities into
account. This step produces the EMI sections
of the safety specification for the EFS, which
will guide its design, manufacture, and verification/validation.
Step 4: Study and design the EFS
This step applies EMC and safety design
techniques to the EFS, plus mitigation techniques that reduce the effects of the EM
threats and the physical, climatic, and user
environments on the EFS and on any standard products used in it. There are more than
20 pages describing useful techniques. This
step also creates the user instructions for necessary maintenance.
Risk assessment techniques are applied to
the design as it progresses, with the final risk
assessment only available at the end of the

project—part of verifying compliance with
the specifications identified in Step 3.
Step 5: Create EM and physical verification/validation plans
Because cost-effective verification/validation depends on the design, this step occurs
in parallel with Step 4. Some of the verification activities are applied to elements of the
EFS during Step 4 (e.g., calculations, simulations, experiments, design reviews, etc.).
Step 6: Select the volume-manufactured
standard products to be used
These are selected so that their EM, physical, and performance specifications will, in
combination with the EM/safety design (Step
4), help the finished EFS meet its specifications (Step 3).
The required EM and physical specifications should be listed in any purchasing
contracts. CE marking and/or Declarations
or Certificates of Conformity should not be
taken as evidence of actual performance.
Step 7: Assemble/install/commission
and verify the EFS
Requires that quality control techniques be
employed to help prevent risks being caused
by errors; poor quality materials, goods, services, workmanship, etc., during manufacture, installation, and commissioning.
The remainder of verification plans in Step
5 are applied to verify that the EM and physical performance of the elements of the EFS
will achieve the specifications for the final,
completed EFS (from Step 3).
Step 8: Validate the EFS
The validation plans created in Step 5 are
applied to the EFS at its highest practical level
of assembly (ideally completed and finished).
They must demonstrate that the EM, physical, climatic, and use/misuse performance of
the finished EFS complies with its specifications (from Step 3).
Step 9: Maintain the EM/physical/per-

formance characteristics of the EFS over its
lifecycle
The users follow the Instructions created
during Step 4 to maintain the EFS characteristics necessary for maintaining tolerable functional safety risks during operation, maintenance, repair, refurbishment, upgrade, modification, decommissioning, disposal, etc.
Performing EMC engineering for functional safety reasons, instead of merely to
pass EMC regulations, is a new and very
important issue in this modern world of control by electronics and software. Luckily, the
very practical IET Guide already exists, with
handy checklists, to help appliance designers deal with it and maintain control of their
company’s financial risks. <
For more information, visit: www.cherryclough.com
(Editor’s note: The steps are listed here as 0-9 instead
of 1-10 because that is the way they are listed in the IET
Guide being discussed.)
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